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shoe mark is true, the shoe is not necessarily true, but the mark is false, the shoe must be false!! < p > for 2010, nike shoes, I want to
you now must not be strange, but really let everyone to distinguish between true and false, I think a lot of people, is in a "scanty" stage,
so we first from the base begin to understand. Basic composition diagram 1< p > please housework must first master the shoes
subject basic structure: factory code, bar size, date, number, country of production, the bar code area. next we start with the basic
composition, to learn Nike new shoe subject knowledge. is the first point of knowledge: 3.1 what is 3.1? Please see the following
figure 2(add a little, if UK is a non integer, such as "the basis of the figure 1" in the "2.5", then we have here third points, is the
decimal point second knowledge points: left to right go left to right, we are familiar with it? Oh, take notes on the second points,
above 3! number "8" to the left, and the number "7" but to the right. Another case is that they are not "single," the time, as shown in
Figure 4, figure 5:meet the above situation, we remember a word: a center, two basic points (center = letter, basic point = number,
decimal point) third knowledge points: three big one small "three adults, around a child to turn", so "the child is the center of gravity",
as shown in Figure 6 Figure 7:: chart 7:US, UK, EUR, three letters are "capital", and the letter cm is "small", so we focus on the cm,
numbers and letters c" " alignment! Must be mastered when cm is an integer and non integer when the two kinds of alignment. fourth
knowledge points: factory code, such as the following figure 8:this knowledge is relatively simple, so it is not stressed, we remember
that there is a point on the line. < p > the five knowledge: date to keep pace with different from old shoes standard, the new shoes
standard on this date, made a small change, is the original old standard, left and right on both sides of the date is not in a straight
line, is higher in the left and right low (if not understand, can go to see what I originally wrote the post... [Nike] these things, you learn
the bishop, to distinguish between true and false NIKE! Original post (a), but after the 2010 Nike new shoes, then the two dates on
the same level, the following figure 9:now some post on the web that date, number 0, 1 and separated by the symbol of the large
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